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The associations of active and passive social media use with well-being: A critical scoping review
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Abstract
A recurring claim in the literature is that active social media use (ASMU) leads to increases in well-being, whereas passive social media use (PSMU) leads to decreases in well-being. The aim of this review was to investigate the validity of this claim by comparing the operationalizations and results of studies into the association of ASMU and PSMU with well-being (e.g. happiness) and ill-being (e.g. depressive symptoms). We found 40 survey-based studies, which utilized a hodgepodge of 36 operationalizations of ASMU and PSMU and which yielded 172 associations of ASMU and/or PSMU with well-/ill-being. Most studies did not support the hypothesized associations of ASMU and PSMU with well-/ill-being. Time spent on ASMU and PSMU may be too coarse to lead to meaningful associations with well-/ill-being. Therefore, future studies should take characteristics of the content of social media (e.g. the valence), its senders (e.g. pre-existing mood), and receivers (e.g. differential susceptibility) into account.
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The past 3 years have yielded more than four dozen meta-analyses and reviews on the associations of social media use (SMU) with indicators of well-being, such as life satisfaction and happiness (Valkenburg, 2022). In some of these meta-analyses and reviews, two types of SMU have been conceptualized, active and passive. Active social media use
(ASMU) entails “targeted one-on-one exchanges,” such as sending private messages or “broadcasting” (e.g. posting a status update), whereas passive social media use (PSMU) refers to “monitoring the online life of other users without engaging in direct exchanges with them” (e.g. scrolling or looking at other users’ profiles, Verduyn et al., 2020: 3). One prominent hypothesis in these reviews is that ASMU leads to positive effects on well-being, because it elicits support and positive feedback, which can subsequently increase well-being. Another hypothesis is that PSMU leads to declines in well-being, because it induces upward social comparison and envy (Verduyn et al., 2017).

Despite the prominence of the ASMU and PSMU hypotheses in the literature, several recent studies have criticized the active–passive dichotomy in social media (SM) research. Some of these critiques relate to the lack of valid instruments to measure ASMU and PSMU (Trifiro and Gerson, 2019). Others argue that the active–passive dichotomy needs refinement, because some types of ASMU could lead to decreases rather than increases in well-being (Kross et al., 2021) or because PSMU cannot only lead to envy but also to inspiration and positive effects on well-being (Meier et al., 2020). And yet others argue that the concept “passive” SMU challenges long-standing communication theories that consider the reception of media messages as active, in the sense that recipients have autonomy over the way they select, process, and interpret media messages (Valkenburg et al., 2022).

The overall aim of the current scoping review is to respond to these criticisms by systematically evaluating the latest empirical basis of the hypothesized associations of ASMU and PSMU with well-being. These associations have been examined in three recent meta-analyses (Hancock et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Yin et al., 2019), which together yielded disagreeing pooled effect sizes. Whereas Hancock et al. (2019) reported a positive association of ASMU with well-being that is consistent with the ASMU hypothesis, both Yin et al. (2019) and Liu et al. (2019) found associations that contradict this hypothesis. Conversely, whereas Liu et al. revealed a significant negative association of PSMU with well-being in support of the PSMU hypothesis, both Hancock et al. and Yin et al. reported associations of PSMU that disconfirm this hypothesis.

The meta-analyses not only revealed disagreeing pooled effect sizes of the associations of ASMU and PSMU with well-being, but they also reported considerable heterogeneity in these pooled effect sizes (Liu et al., 2019; Yin et al., 2019), which indicates that differences in the reported effect sizes across the included studies cannot be explained by chance alone (Melsen et al., 2014). Considerable heterogeneity in meta-analyses may be due to methodological differences across the included studies (Melsen et al., 2014), for example, in study designs, operationalizations, and outcomes of ASMU and PSMU. However, when a body of literature exhibits a heterogeneous nature, it is not amenable to a meta-analysis. In such cases, a scoping review is the most feasible alternative (Peters et al., 2015). A scoping review is, therefore, the purpose of the present study.

In our scoping review, we try to explain the heterogeneity in findings across studies by coding the operationalizations and types of outcomes of ASMU and PSMU of each individual study to critically investigate potential differences in results across studies. Our review included studies that appeared from January 2017 to October 2021, because earlier meta-analyses already discussed studies up to January 2017. An up-to-date research synthesis is important because in recent years, several sophisticated longitudinal and
experimental research designs have been employed, which may provide renewed insights into the assumed associations of ASMU and PSMU with well-being.

**Well-being versus ill-being**

Recent empirical studies into the effects of ASMU and PSMU have investigated not only a range of indicators of well-being (e.g. life satisfaction) but also a range of indicators of ill-being (e.g. depression, Ryff et al., 2006). This bipartite conceptualization is in part the result of historical developments. Prior to the 1950s, well-being was predominantly defined as ill-being (Greenspoon and Saklofske, 2001). With the rise of positive psychology in the 1980s (e.g. Diener, 1984) came an emphasis on subjective well-being, which is the experience of happiness, positive affect, and life satisfaction. However, it is now well understood that well-being is not simply the flip side of ill-being, meaning that the absence of ill-being does not guarantee a high well-being and vice versa (e.g. Ryff et al., 2006).

Over the past decades, there has been a growing understanding that well-being and ill-being should be conceptualized as two distinct continuums (Greenspoon and Saklofske, 2001; Meier and Reinecke, 2020). Therefore, we separately review the associations of ASMU and PSMU with each of the indicators of well-being and ill-being and investigate whether these associations differ for well-/ill-being outcomes. We focus on three indicators of well-being: happiness, life satisfaction, and positive affect, as well as three indicators of ill-being: depressive symptoms/mood, depression, and negative affect. We do not consider other indicators of ill-being, such as anxiety, because these are less frequently investigated than depression/depressive symptoms (e.g. Keles et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2019) and thus more difficult to compare across studies. Because the type of outcome may be an explanation for the heterogeneity in effect sizes across studies, our first research question asks,

**RQ1.** Are the associations of ASMU and PSMU with well-being outcomes different from those with ill-being outcomes?

**Private and public ASMU and PSMU**

Burke et al. (2010) were the first to suggest that Facebook activities “can be dichotomized into active and passive forms of usage” (Verduyn et al., 2015: 480). Like Burke et al., the majority of the “early” studies into the associations of ASMU and/or PSMU have focused on Facebook (e.g. Deters and Mehl, 2012; Wenniger et al., 2014). In these studies, ASMU and PSMU were operationalized as public ASMU (i.e. posting status updates and commenting on posts) and public PSMU (i.e. scrolling through news feeds and viewing posts). However, contemporary SM users at least as often use SM platforms for private SMU (Waterloo et al., 2018). Private SMU typically entails the synchronous, one-to-one or small group interactions between known communication partners (e.g. chatting via Facebook or WhatsApp).

Private ASMU and PSMU differ from their public counterparts in that they are more commonly used, more synchronous, and more intimate (Bazarova et al., 2015; van Driel
This difference has three implications. First, private ASMU occurs almost twice as frequently as public ASMU (Faelens et al., 2019; Frison and Eggermont, 2020), which may result in stronger associations with well-being and/or ill-being. Second, in synchronous private SM interactions, ASMU and PSMU may be more difficult to disentangle than in their public, more asynchronous equivalents, which would, in turn, imply that the intercorrelations of private ASMU and PSMU will be stronger than those of public ASMU and PSMU. Third, because of the differences in intimacy between public and private forms of SMU, it is conceivable that the associations of private ASMU and PSMU with well-/ill-being deviate from those of their public counterparts. Altogether, because differences in the frequency and nature of private and public ASMU and PMSU may have contributed to the heterogeneity in findings across studies, we investigate the following research questions:

**RQ2.** Are the frequencies of public and private ASMU different from those of public and private PSMU?  

**RQ3.** Are the intercorrelations between private ASMU and PSMU stronger than those between public ASMU and PSMU?  

**RQ4.** Are the associations of private ASMU and PSMU with well-being and ill-being different from those of public ASMU and PSMU?

**Different designs, different effects**

With the recent proliferation of studies into the associations of ASMU and PSMU with well-being and ill-being came a diversity of research designs, such as longitudinal, experience sampling method (ESM), and experimental designs. This wider database of studies offers the opportunity to investigate whether the hypothesized associations of ASMU and PSMU also hold in more powerful designs, such as longitudinal studies. In addition, new methods of analysis have been gaining prominence that are able to disentangle within-person effects of SMU from between-person associations, for example, as applied in random-intercept cross-lagged panel (Puukko et al., 2020) and multi-level models (Beyens et al., 2020).

Studies that focus on within-person effects investigate to what extent SMU leads to changes in well-being *within* a person compared to this person’s average well-being. Within-person methods are more valid to investigate media effects than traditional between-person methods (for further discussion, see Valkenburg et al., 2022). After all, a media effect takes place within persons and not between persons. A media effect is an intra-individual change within a person due to this person’s media use (Valkenburg et al., 2016), and such intra-individual changes should be investigated with within-person rather than between-person methods. Therefore, we investigate the following question:

**RQ5.** Are the associations of private and public ASMU and PSMU with well-being and ill-being found in cross-sectional survey studies different from the between-person and within-person associations found in longitudinal studies?
Method

Search strategy

We searched for journal articles and preprints that were published in the period from January 2017 to October 2021. We started with Web of Science, using the following search terms: Topic (TS) = ("social media" or SNS or “social network” or Facebook or Instagram or WeChat) and [active or passive or brows* or post*] and [effect or association* or relation*] and [“well-being” or “mental health” or depress* or happiness or “lifesatisfaction”]). This search yielded 749 hits.

In a next step, an additional Google Scholar search was conducted, first to find potential additional publications and second because, unlike Web of Science, the Google Scholar database includes preprints. Since Google Scholar lists endless more or less relevant preprints and publications, we ended our screening after page 20 of the results. All hits of Web of Science and Google Scholar were screened by the first two authors. Relevant studies were selected with 100% agreement after discussion.

Exclusion criteria

We excluded studies on active and passive general screen time (e.g. Kim et al., 2020). We also excluded studies focusing on other indicators of ill-being than depressive symptoms/mood depression, and negative affect, such as anxiety and stress, as well as potential precursors of well-/ill-being, such as self-esteem, loneliness, and social capital. Several of the eligible studies focused on additional outcomes than the ones included in our search, such as self-esteem (Burnell et al., 2020) or anxiety (Thorisdottir et al., 2019). Moreover, some studies investigated the indirect effects of ASMU or PSMU on well-being, for example, via friendship support (Frison and Eggermont, 2020), social comparison (Meier et al., 2020), or concern about feedback (Yang, 2020). To enhance the comparability across the studies, we included all these studies in our review but only report the direct associations of ASMU and PSMU with the selected well-/ill-being outcomes.

Finally, some of the included studies were based on the same samples. Specifically, the results of Wang et al. (2018), Wang et al. (2019), and Zhang et al. (2020) were based on the same sample. Because these studies used different outcomes (e.g. negative emotions vs depression), we included them as separate studies in our review. This criterion did not apply to Aalbers et al. (2019) versus Rodriguez et al. (2021), and Beyens et al. (2021) versus Valkenburg et al. (2022), which both employed the same predictors and outcomes. In these cases, we only included the original study, that is, the study that was published first.

Coding strategy

Each of the studies included in this review was coded for 16 different types of information by the first two authors. Potential disagreements, which hardly occurred, were solved by discussion:
1. Type of study (i.e. cross-sectional, longitudinal, experiment, ESM study)
2. Sample size
3. Age of sample (e.g. adult vs adolescent)
4. Type of sample (e.g. general sample vs university students vs Facebook users)
5. Country of origin of study
6. Investigated platform(s) (e.g. Facebook, unspecified/general)
7. Investigated well-being and ill-being outcome
8. Operationalization of ASMU and/or PSMU (number and wording of items)
9. Number and type of response options for ASMU and PSMU (e.g. 5-point Likert-type scale, 7-point frequency scale, direct time estimate)
10. Public ASMU (i.e. posting content, photos, status updates) or PSMU (browsing or reading profiles), private ASMU (sending messages) or PSMU (reading messages)
11. Potential other specifics of ASMU and/or PSMU (e.g. valence, communication partner)
12. Between- and/or within-person association of ASMU and/or PSMU with well-being/ill-being
13. Average frequency/duration of usage of different types of ASMU and/or PSMU
14. Average frequency/duration of ASMU and/or PSMU as indicated in the response options (i.e. once a month, several times a week)
15. Correlations between ASMU and PSMU
16. Prevalence ratios of public ASMU versus public PSMU, and private ASMU versus private PSMU.

Inference criteria and effect sizes of interest

Because the sample sizes, and thus the power of the included studies, deviated considerably across studies, we relied on effect sizes rather than significance levels. Following Gignac and Szodorai (2016), a cross-sectional effect size ranging from \( r = -0.10 \) to \( r = +0.10 \) was interpreted as “non-existent to very small,” and all cross-sectional effect sizes beyond this range as negative or positive. Longitudinal between-person and within-person associations ranging from \(-0.05 \) to \( +0.05 \) were interpreted as “non-existent to very small,” and all associations beyond this range as negative or positive (Adachi and Willoughby, 2015). This means that a cross-sectional effect size of \( r \geq +0.10 \) and a longitudinal effect size of \( \beta \geq +0.05 \) of ASMU with well-being outcomes or a cross-sectional association of \( r \leq -0.10 \) or a longitudinal effect size of \( \beta \leq -0.05 \) of ASMU with ill-being outcomes provided support for the ASMU hypothesis. Conversely, a cross-sectional effect size of \( r \leq -0.10 \) and a longitudinal effect size of \( \beta \leq -0.05 \) of PSMU with well-being outcomes or a cross-sectional association of \( r \geq +0.10 \) or a longitudinal effect size of \( \beta \geq +0.05 \) of PSMU with ill-being outcomes provided support for the PSMU hypothesis.

Results

Designs and samples of the included studies

A total of 45 studies published from January 2017 to October 2021 met our inclusion criteria, of which one study contained a survey and an experiment (Hanley et al., 2019),
resulting in a total of 40 survey-based studies (cross-sectional, longitudinal, and ESM studies) and six experiments. Three studies were preprints (Beyens et al., 2021; Rodriguez et al., 2021; Valkenburg et al., 2022) but these were published before this review study was finished. Of all 45 studies, 16 were conducted in Europe, 2 in the Middle East, 12 in the Far East, 10 in America, 3 in Australia, and 2 in multiple English-speaking countries. Ten studies focused on (pre)adolescents and the remaining 35 on adults.

Because our aim was to compare operationalizations of ASMU and PSMU across studies, this review focused on the 40 survey-based studies. The experiments were used to complement the results of the survey-based studies. Most survey-based studies involved cross-sectional studies \( (n = 27) \), followed by ESM studies \( (n = 7) \), and longitudinal studies \( (n = 6) \). An overview of the designs and samples of the studies is provided in Supplemental Appendix A.

**Investigated SM platforms**

Of the 40 survey-based studies, 22 (55%) focused on one platform, mostly Facebook (14); 10 studies (25%) did not specify specific platforms; and 8 (20%) investigated more than one platform.

**Incomplete information in the studies**

Eighteen out of the 40 survey-based studies lacked one or more types of information necessary to compare their results. In fact, 16 studies lacked information about the operationalization of ASMU and/or PSMU (e.g. specific items and response options), and 6 about one or more of the results (e.g. intercorrelations of ASMU and PSMU, direct associations of ASMU and PSMU with well-/ill-being). Except for one study (of which the results are not included), all authors were willing and able to provide the missing information upon request. Because some information in the Supplemental Appendices of this article cannot be found in the published papers, we have marked the studies for which the authors provided additional information in these Supplemental Appendices.

**Operationalizations of ASMU and PSMU**

Supplemental Appendix A lists the operationalizations of ASMU and PSMU employed in the 40 survey-based studies. Of these studies, 36 (90%) used a unique operationalization of ASMU and/or PSMU. Together, these studies used 29 variations of response scales to measure ASMU and PSMU.

**Differential associations of ASMU and PSMU with well-being versus ill-being**

The ASMU hypothesis argues that ASMU (e.g. posting, sending messages) increases well-being and/or decreases ill-being, because it may elicit likes, support, and positive feedback from fellow SM users. Conversely, the PSMU hypothesis claims that PSMU (e.g. browsing, reading messages) leads to decreases in well-being and/or increases in
ill-being, because it induces upward social comparison and envy among these browsers/readers. However, because well-being and ill-being are not opposite ends of a bipolar scale, and should be conceptualized as two separate continuums, our first research question asked whether the associations of ASMU and PSMU would differ for well-being and ill-being outcomes.

Our results revealed considerable heterogeneity in both the reported associations of ASMU and PSMU with well-being and ill-being outcomes. For example, as Supplemental Appendix B shows, the associations of ASMU with life satisfaction ranged from $r = -0.08$ (Masciantonio et al., 2021) to $r = +0.26$ (Lian et al., 2020), while those with depression/depressive symptoms ranged from $r = -0.07$ (Brailovskaia and Margraf, 2019) to $r = +0.17$ (Frison and Eggermont, 2020). However, despite this considerable heterogeneity, the ASMU hypothesis received stronger support for the well-being than for the ill-being outcomes. As Table 1 shows, of the 56 cross-sectional and longitudinal associations of ASMU with well-being, only 22 (39%) were in line with the ASMU hypothesis. Remarkably though, of all 36 cross-sectional and longitudinal associations of ASMU with ill-being, none (0%) were in line with the ASMU hypothesis.

Conversely, the PSMU hypothesis received stronger support for the ill-being than well-being outcomes: As Table 1 shows, of all 34 cross-sectional and longitudinal ill-being associations, 15 (44%) were in line with the PSMU hypothesis. Finally, of all 46 well-being associations, 7 (15%) provided support for the PSMU hypothesis. However, despite these reversed results for well-being and ill-being outcomes, for both outcomes, only a minority of the associations supported the ASMU and PSMU hypotheses.

**Frequencies of public versus private ASMU and PSMU**

Our second research question addressed the relative frequency of public and private ASMU and PSMU. To investigate this research question, we coded for all operationalizations of ASMU and PSMU whether their items pertained to public or private ASMU and/or PSMU. During this coding process, we discovered that 12 operationalizations (30%) combined items measuring private ASMU (sending private messages) or private PSMU (reading private messages) with items measuring public ASMU or public PSMU. However, as argued, private SMU may differ from public SMU both in its frequency and nature (e.g. intimacy, reciprocity) and thus its effects. Therefore, to avoid this “private-public confound,” we investigated these operationalizations as a separate category, which we labeled as “mixed ASMU” or “mixed PSMU.” Because of space restrictions, we included the results of these operationalizations in Supplemental Appendices A and B but do not summarize them in the Results section.

In addition, in nine survey-based studies, private ASMU was confounded with private interactive SMU (i.e. chatting). However, chatting refers to the dynamic give-and-take interactions between two or small groups of SM users, which, intrinsically, consist of both ASMU and PSMU. To investigate the hypothesis that ASMU leads to opposite effects on well-being than PSMU, combining ASMU and PSMU into the
same items may render a test of this hypothesis invalid. Because seven of these confounded operationalizations were already marked as mixed ASMU, their results are only included in Supplemental Appendix B and not discussed in the text. Because the remaining two operationalizations measured private ASMU and included only one item referring to chatting, we coded them as private ASMU (see Supplemental Appendix A).

Of the 15 survey-based studies that focused on both public ASMU and public PSMU, three found that the mean of ASMU was about 10% higher than the mean of PSMU. These studies were all based on the same sample of Chinese students and investigated the popular platform Qzone (Wang et al., 2018, 2019; Zhang et al., 2020). For one study, the measures did not allow for such a comparison because it used a time scale for ASMU and a frequency scale for PSMU. Across the remaining 11 studies, the mean of public PSMU was on average 133% higher (ratio: 2.33) than that for public ASMU (see Supplemental Appendix B). Finally, three studies compared the frequencies of private ASMU and private PSMU. These studies showed that the mean of private PSMU was only 11% higher (ratio: 1.11) than that of private ASMU. In all, we found significantly higher usage frequencies for public PSMU than for public ASMU, while the usage frequencies of private PSMU and ASMU differed hardly at all.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of association</th>
<th>Support for ASMU hypothesis</th>
<th>Support for PSMU hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All associations with well-being</td>
<td>39% (22/56)</td>
<td>15% (7/46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All associations with ill-being</td>
<td>0% (0/36)</td>
<td>44% (15/34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All public associations with well-/ill-being</td>
<td>21% (12/58)</td>
<td>26% (18/68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All private associations with well-/ill-being</td>
<td>10% (1/10)</td>
<td>20% (1/5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-sectional public associations with well-/ill-being</td>
<td>18% (9/50)</td>
<td>27% (16/59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal public associations with well-/ill-being</td>
<td>38% (3/8)</td>
<td>40% (2/5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-sectional private associations with well-/ill-being</td>
<td>17% (1/6)</td>
<td>33% (1/3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal private associations with well-/ill-being</td>
<td>0% (0/4)</td>
<td>0% (0/2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a*Inference criteria: A cross-sectional effect size of $r \geq +.10/r \leq -10$ and a longitudinal effect size of $\beta \geq +.05/\beta \leq -.05$ with well-being/ill-being provided support for the ASMU hypothesis. Conversely, a cross-sectional effect size of $r \leq -.10/r \geq +.10$ and a longitudinal effect size of $\beta \leq -.05/\beta \geq +.05$ with well-being/ill-being provided support for the PSMU hypothesis.

*b*Number of associations that supported the hypothesis/total number of associations.

Table 1. Percentages of associations that provided support for the ASMU and PSMU hypotheses.
Intercorrelations between public and private ASMU and PSMU

Our third research question asked whether the correlations between private ASMU and PSMU would be higher than those between public ASMU and PSMU. As Supplemental Appendix B shows, most of the intercorrelations of public ASMU and PSMU centered between $r = .30$ and $r = .55$, with three outliers ($r = .12$, Jarman et al., 2021; $r = -.39$, Masciantonio et al., 2021; $r = .08$, Wenninger et al., 2019). The three studies that reported on private ASMU and PSMU yielded considerably higher intercorrelations, ranging from $r = .75$ to $r = .99$. In all, these results indicate that the correlations between private ASMU and PSMU were significantly higher than for their public counterparts, which underscores the synchronous and dynamic character of private SMU.

Associations of public and private ASMU and PSMU with well-/ill-being

The ASMU hypothesis does not distinguish between public and private SMU and thus predicts that both types of ASMU would lead to increases in well-being and decreases in ill-being. Conversely, the PSMU hypothesis predicts that both public and private PSMU would lead to decreases in well-being and increases in ill-being. However, since private SMU differs in several respects from public SMU, we believe there is reason to assume that the effects on well-/ill-being differ for private and public ASMU and PSMU. Therefore, our fourth research question asked whether private ASMU and PSMU would lead to different associations with well-/ill-being than public ASMU and PSMU would. In addition, our fifth research question asked to what extent the associations of private and public ASMU and PSMU with well-/ill-being found in the cross-sectional studies would hold for the between-person and within-person associations found in longitudinal studies.

Public ASMU. Of the 50 cross-sectional associations, 18% ($n = 9$) confirmed the public ASMU hypothesis (see Table 1). The remaining 82% associations did not support the ASMU hypothesis. Of the four between-person associations found in longitudinal studies, only one (25%) was consistent with the public ASMU hypothesis. Finally, as for the four longitudinal within-person associations, two (50%) were supportive of the public ASMU hypothesis. The remaining two were non-existent to very small and thus unsupportive of this hypothesis.

Private ASMU. Of the six cross-sectional associations, only one (17%) confirmed the private ASMU hypothesis. In addition, none (0%) of the four between- and within-person associations found in longitudinal studies provided support for the private ASMU hypothesis.

Public PSMU. Of the 59 cross-sectional associations, 16 (27%) confirmed the public PSMU hypothesis, whereas 73% ($n = 43$) did not confirm this hypothesis (see Table 1). Of the five longitudinal between-person associations, two (40%) provided support for the PSMU hypothesis, whereas three (60%) did not. Finally, all four within-person associations were too small ($-.04 \leq \beta \leq .01$) to provide support for the public PSMU hypothesis.
In addition to the studies that investigated general time spent on PSMU, several studies investigated how specific sub-types of PSMU would influence well-/ill-being. These studies found that public PSMU increased well-being/decreased ill-being only or particularly when (1) PSMU involved non-social profiles rather than social profiles (Alfasi, 2019; Chen et al., 2019), (2) PSMU pertained to one’s own profile rather than those of others (Burnell et al., 2020; Yuen et al., 2019), (3) the posts were positive (Choi and Kim, 2021), (4) enjoyable (Valkenburg et al., 2022), or (5) inspiring (Meier et al., 2020).

Private PSMU. Finally, as Table 1 shows, only one (33%) out of three cross-sectional associations and none of the two within-person associations confirmed the PSMU hypothesis.

Discussion

The aim of this scoping review was to investigate the validity of the ASMU and PSMU hypotheses. These hypotheses argue that ASMU (e.g. posting, sending messages) leads to increases in well-being/decreases in ill-being, because it elicits likes and support, whereas PSMU (e.g. browsing, reading messages) results in decreases in well-being/increases in ill-being because it induces social comparison and envy. We coded the operationalizations and results of 40 survey-based studies to investigate whether and how different types of ASMU and PSMU lead to differences in well-being and/or ill-being.

Like the three meta-analyses (Liu et al., 2019; Yin et al., 2019), our review yielded limited support for both the ASMU and PSMU hypothesis. In fact, 79% of all associations disconfirmed the public ASMU hypothesis, whereas 74% of all associations refuted the public PSMU hypothesis. Likewise, 90% of all associations refuted the private ASMU hypothesis and 80% the private PSMU hypothesis. Finally, like the meta-analyses, we found considerable heterogeneity in the effect sizes of ASMU and PSMU. In the remainder of this article, we discuss seven potential explanations for this heterogeneity, accompanied by seven suggestions for future research.

Explanation 1: well-being is not the flip side of ill-being

Overall, the ASMU hypothesis received stronger support for the well-being than ill-being outcomes, whereas the PSMU hypothesis was more strongly supported by the ill-being than well-being outcomes (RQ1, see Table 1). This result confirms earlier accounts that well-being is not simply the flip side of ill-being and vice versa and that both well-being and ill-being should be conceptualized as two separate continuums (Meier and Reinecke, 2020). Future research should avoid the “well-being/ill-being confound” by either clearly justifying their choice of outcome or by including and comparing the associations of ASMU and PSMU with both well-being and ill-being outcomes.

Explanation 2: public PSMU occurs twice as often as public ASMU

Our analysis revealed that the means for public PSMU were more than twice as high as those for public ASMU (RQ2). This difference in frequency implies that respondents’
total public SMU consisted for about 69% of PSMU and for about 31% of ASMU. Our result has been confirmed by Erliksson et al. (2020), who found that PSMU explained 81% of the variance in total SMU, whereas ASMU explained 49% of this variance. This skewed ratio indicates that the two types of use do not only differ in their active and passive nature, but also in their frequency. Activities that occur more frequently could have a greater impact, meaning that the effects of public PSMU in some studies may have been stronger than those of ASMU, not because of the passive nature of PSMU but because of its higher frequency.

The relative infrequent public ASMU may be particularly problematic when studies focus on one platform, which 55% of the included studies did. In such studies, public ASMU may turn out to be unrealistically low. For example, in some studies, the frequency of active Facebook use was around “1 to 3 times a month” (Faelens et al., 2019; Frison and Eggermont, 2020). However, people, adolescents and adults alike, typically use three to five platforms in a complementary way (Waterloo et al., 2018), to interact with their friends or to present themselves to a wider audience. Future research should therefore try to minimize the “frequency confound” by focusing on more than one SM.

**Explanation 3: private SMU differs from public SMU**

Our results yielded considerably stronger intercorrelations between private ASMU and PSMU than between their public counterparts (RQ3). In addition, our results revealed stronger support for the public ASMU and PSMU hypotheses than for the private ASMU and PSMU hypotheses (RQ4). These results indicate, first, that private ASMU and PSMU are more synchronous and more difficult to disentangle than their public equivalents, and second, that the associations of private ASMU and PSMU with well-being and ill-being differ from those of public ASMU and PSMU.

Yet, our analysis revealed that 28% of the included studies combined private and public items in their operationalizations of ASMU and/or PSMU. Given that the associations of private ASMU and PSMU differ from their public equivalents in frequency and synchronicity, as well as in their associations with well-being and ill-being, the “private-public confound” is a third factor that may have caused the heterogeneity across studies. This confound should, therefore, be avoided in future research.

**Explanation 4: ASMU and PSMU are difficult to disentangle empirically**

Although private ASMU and PSMU are empirically more difficult to disentangle than their public counterparts, this difficulty also applies to some specific types of public ASMU and PSMU. A striking example involves the operationalization of “likes” and “comments”. One could argue that liking and/or commenting on someone’s post is ASMU, because it involves sending a fellow user a like, support, or a compliment. However, dichotomizing likes and comments is less straightforward than it may seem at first sight. In some included operationalizations, likes and/or comments were indeed a priori conceptualized as ASMU (Brailovskaia and Margraf, 2019; Masciantonio et al., 2021; Pang, 2021), but in an equal number of other operationalizations, likes and/or comments were conceptualized as PSMU (Hanna et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2021; Tosun and Kaşdarma, 2020).
Remarkably though, in the operationalizations of ASMU and PSMU that were based on factor analyses, likes and/or commenting loaded about equally on both the ASMU and PSMU factors (Escobar-Viera et al., 2018; Hanley et al., 2019; Nisar et al., 2019). Apparently, likes and comments fail to be empirically dichotomized in ASMU and PSMU (Bayer et al., 2020; Carr et al., 2016). However, likes and comments are among the most common activities on SM platforms, and it may be indicative of the invalidity of the active–passive dichotomy that such behaviors defy categorization. Our review revealed that 90% of the included studies created their own idiosyncratic operationalization of ASMU and PSMU. Many of these operationalizations were not or only partly shared in the articles. Future researchers may turn to Supplemental Appendix A and B of our review to decide whether, how, and to what extent a dichotomous conceptualization of ASMU and PSMU will further extend the SM effects literature.

Explanation 5: ASMU and PSMU are difficult to disentangle conceptually

Disentangling the effects of ASMU and PSMU is not only empirically problematic but also conceptually. When deconstructing the ASMU hypothesis, it becomes clear that the positive effect of ASMU on well-being is attributed to its potential to elicit likes and support, which in turn stimulates the well-being of the active user (Verduyn et al., 2017). However, reading the support, positive feedback, or likes is, essentially, PSMU. It is message reception rather than message sending. This implies that the hypothesized mechanisms of the ASMU hypothesis (reading the likes and other feedback of fellow users) are not due to ASMU but to PSMU. This conceptual confound may also explain why likes and comments cannot be dichotomized in factor analyses, as discussed in the previous section.

Based on these insights and the observed confounds in the passive–active dichotomy, future research may need to acknowledge that the interactive nature of SMU may prevent us from validly attributing potential effects of SMU to either ASMU or PSMU. The ASMU and PSMU hypotheses ignore a fundamental principle in communication theories: that there are countless psychological processes involved during message sending and reception, such as enjoyment, envy, and inspiration, which may sometimes improve well-being and/or worsen ill-being and other times dampen well-being and/or relieve ill-being.

Explanation 6: heterogeneous content

Another explanation for the unconvincing associations of ASMU and PSMU with well-being/ill-being may be that, without any exception, all 40 included survey-based studies focused on time spent with ASMU and/or PSMU. This also applied to the two studies that relied on log data (Bayer et al., 2018; Marengo et al., 2021), which yielded comparably weak associations of ASMU with well-being. Investigating time spent with ASMU and PSMU may be too coarse to yield significant effects on well-being or ill-being. Instead, studies should recognize that both ASMU and PSMU may cover a range of different types of content, which may yield different effects on well-being and ill-being. For example, it is likely that uplifting SM messages (e.g. humor, pictures of puppies) lead to
increases in well-being, whereas disturbing messages (e.g. violent or discriminating content) may have negative effects on well-being. After all, in media effects research content is king. And time-based measures are less suitable than content-based measures to serve this king.

However, the neglect of content is not a weakness of the specific studies included in this review, but it is an inherent weakness of any survey and ESM design. It has been shown, for example, that specific content, such as travel posts, can evoke more negative reactions than other content (Krasnova et al., 2015). But how to measure exposure to such posts in a survey or ESM study with tight space restrictions? After all, travel posts are just one type of content out of an endless array of content that may affect well-being or ill-being positively or negatively. Investigating SM content can better be realized in experimental studies, such as in Meier et al. (2020), which found that exposure to inspiring Insta travel posts led to increases in positive affect. Investigating SM content within naturalistic, survey-based studies can also be realized, but only when it is linked to additional data collection methods, such as random screenshots of SM interactions as proposed in the “Screenomics” approach (Reeves et al., 2021), mobile sensing (Harari et al., 2020), or via SM data downloads (Boeschoten et al., 2020). Such combined data sources are another important avenue for future survey-based research.

**Explanation 7: heterogeneous reception**

A final viable explanation for the limited support for both the ASMU and PSMU hypotheses may lie in the heterogeneous reception of positive and negative ASMU and PSMU across SM users. It is well possible that the associations found in this review were weak and inconsistent because they were diluted across heterogeneous samples of respondents with different susceptibilities to the effects of SMU. Media effects theories agree that the unique experiences of individuals in the (social) media context shape the effects of this context (Slater, 2007; Valkenburg and Peter, 2013).

Qualitative studies have repeatedly found that media users differ greatly in their responses to SM. For example, Rideout and Fox (2018) found that some adolescents with a low mood turn to humorous SM content to enhance their mood, while others with a low mood selectively avoid SMU, and for yet others, browsing positive posts of their friends worsens their moods. These diverging reactions have been confirmed in selective exposure experiments, which showed that some individuals with pre-existing low mood tend to repair this mood by turning to SM profiles of relatively unattractive and unsuccessful people (i.e. downward comparison, Johnson and Knobloch-Westerwick, 2014), whereas others with low mood turn to SM profiles of attractive and successful people, which subsequently improve their mood (Johnson and Knobloch-Westerwick, 2017).

Several recent ESM studies adopting a person-specific effects approach have provided first evidence for the hypothesis that heterogenous reception may explain the weak and inconsistent effects of ASMU and PSMU on well-being. For example, Beyens et al. (2020) found that the PSMU hypothesis applied to only 10% of adolescents. In a subsequent study, Beyens et al. (2021) found that among 11% of adolescents, both ASMU and PSMU led to negative effects on affective well-being. Conversely, among 12% of adolescents both ASMU and PSMU led to positive effects on well-being. Finally, Valkenburg
et al. (2022) found that the PSMU hypothesis was confirmed for 20% of adolescents and rejected for 80%, again suggesting that different persons respond to SM differently.

Together, these qualitative, selective exposure, and person-specific media effects studies indicate that when individuals are susceptible to experience negative effects of SMU, they may experience such effects due to both ASMU and PSMU. These studies also suggest that person-specific susceptibilities to positive and negative effects of SMU may depend on situational (e.g. transient mood) or more stable dispositional as well as social-context factors, such as fear of missing out or susceptibility to peer influence. In all, if we truly want to understand the unique effects of SMU on individuals, we need designs that take both content heterogeneity and reception heterogeneity into account.

Measuring ASMU and PSMU in future studies

The included studies in this scoping review used a hodgepodge of operationalizations of ASMU and PSMU. Some studies subjected their ASMU and PSMU items to a factor analysis, which ended up in two separate factors (and subsequent scales) that both included ASMU items (e.g. Thorisdottir et al., 2019). Other studies measured ASMU, but included items that pertained to chatting, which is confounding because chatting is interactive and thus involves ASMU and PSMU (see Supplemental Appendices A and B). Yet other studies compared ASMU and PSMU but used incomparable response options for both scales (Hanna et al., 2017; Wenninger et al., 2019). And yet other studies mixed public and private forms of ASMU and PSMU in their scales, which is also problematic due to the different affordances and uses of private and public SMU.

Recently, Trifiro and Gerson (2019) offered guidance on how to create universal and valid measures of both types of SMU. However, although we do not deny that it is worthwhile to investigate the potential effects of browsing, posting, interacting, or other types of SMU on well-/ill-being, our results strongly suggest that it is no longer fruitful to investigate the crude hypotheses that time spent on ASMU leads to positive effects and time spent on PSMU to negative effects. Such studies do not help us understand the potential positive and negative effects of SMU on well-being, ill-being, or any other outcome. It is time to focus on more nuanced measures of SMU, which take characteristics of SM content (e.g. its valence, intimacy, or privateness/publicness), its senders (e.g. pre-existing mood, motivations), and receivers (e.g. person-specific susceptibilities) into account. Only such measures may help us understand why, when, and for whom SMU can lead to positive or negative effects on well-being and/or ill-being.
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